Southeast Asia

Mastercard’s electronic payment technology works tirelessly to ensure that every transaction
made on its network is safe, smart and simple. In the unlikely event your card data is
compromised through someone else’s errors, you’re covered.

Businesses are required to keep you covered. Mastercard
and other networks require that each business using the
networks is required to meet security standards to keep your
account and identity safe. Breaches happen when businesses
don’t follow these guidelines or make an error. Networks work
constantly with businesses and banks to make them aware of
new scams and attacks, often preventing or stopping them
before anyone else even realizes what is happening. Businesses
are held accountable for their errors, paying fines and higher
rates when they expose their customers to fraud and crime.
You can cover yourself. The first thing you can do is use credit, debit and prepaid cards wisely to protect yourself.
There are laws that limit your liability for fraudulent purchases on cards—but Mastercard and others go a step
further with policies that protect you completely. Prepaid cards are completely anonymous and can be frozen if lost
or stolen so you can recover your funds on a new card. Unlike cash, payment cards leave a trail and allow you to
recover funds if lost or stolen—not only that, card security often prevents unauthorized purchases in the first place.
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TIPS TO HELP YOU COVER YOURSELF.
• Keep an eye on your card during the transaction and get it back as quickly as possible.
• Check your bank statement frequently—you can typically monitor this online or from your phone. Report any
questionable charges promptly and in writing.
• Change the PIN on your credit and debit cards periodically.
• Guard the personal information stored on your phone and computer with complex passwords that are
difficult to guess.
• If someone phones or emails saying they are from your bank and need personal or account information,
call your bank directly. Banks and card companies won’t make requests by email or over the phone, so verify
payment and information requests and get them in writing.
• Do not volunteer details or fill in the blanks (name, relationship, financial or personal information) if someone
calls asking for help from family or friends. Fraudsters use this information to guess your passwords and steal
your identity.
• Keep a record of your account numbers, expiration dates and the contact information of each card company
in a secure place.
• Never write your account number on a postcard or the outside of an envelope.
• Don’t sign a blank receipt. When you sign a receipt, draw a line through any blank spaces above the total.
• Don’t conduct financial transactions over public Wi-Fi or Internet connections that are not protected by
a password.
• Only make purchases from reputable merchant sites or do some research on the merchant before making the
purchase online.
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